Niobium-Containing DLC Coatings on Various Substrates for Strain Gauges
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Abstract: Niobium-containing diamond-like carbon films (a-C:H:Nb) were deposited in a hybrid plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and direct-current magnetron sputtering (DCMS) process, using a niobium target in an argon/acetylene atmosphere on industrial polyimide foil, spin-coated polyimide foil, and alumina substrates. While the coating on the industrial foil tends to crack, the thin films on the spin-coated polyimide and the ceramic substrates showed good adhesion, as well as a smooth and dense topography. Investigations of the electrical properties revealed their suitability as biocompatible sensor materials in strain gauges, with a gauge factor of up to 3.2 and a temperature coefficient of the electrical resistance (TCR) of $-200 \text{ ppm/K}$. 
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1. Introduction

The deposition of thin films on flexible polymer foils is of growing interest, especially for microelectronic systems. Sensors or actuators on foils can be applied to complex work pieces; on places of poor accessibility; they can be removed and replaced easily and have good prospects for mass production by a roll-to-roll process. Also in the field of biomedical applications, sensor systems on polyimide have been successfully investigated for 25 years [1–3].

This investigation is concerned with the coating of a nanocomposite of niobium and carbon (a-C:H:Nb) on a polyimide foil as a base for biocompatible strain gauges with the objective of high sensitivity and low temperature dependence. A hybrid process of sputtering and PECVD was used, in which a niobium target was sputtered in an argon/acetylene atmosphere to produce an amorphous hydrogenated carbon layer (a-C:H) with enclosed Nb$_x$C$_y$ particles. This type of “metal-doped” material is often referred to as a-C:H:Me or Me-DLC in the literature. The addition of metal to DLC has several effects on the material properties: it reduces the internal stress due to a promotion of the graphite phase and disorder in the DLC matrix at low metal ratios [4,5], it can increase the electrical conductivity over 15 orders of magnitude [6], and for Ni and Pd, it was possible to develop piezoresistive materials of high strain sensitivity combined with a low TCR [7–9]. Our earlier investigations of a-C:H:Nb stated its great potential for strain sensors with a gauge factor of 35.5 and an TCR near zero [10].

To manufacture systems of thin films on plastic foils, various problems have to be overcome that arise when physical vapor deposited thin films, which may be brittle, hard, and strained, shall be deposited on a soft and flexible polymer foil. Those different mechanical properties of coating and
substrate can lead to delamination, crack formation in the coating, or furling of the complete system. Furthermore, the foil needs to withstand process temperatures and vacuum conditions of the physical vapor deposition (PVD) process. Therefore, the substrate has a significance for the entire sensor system that should not be underestimated. The following investigation serves to estimate the feasibility and application range of the a-C:H:Nb coating on polyimide foils.

Due to the difference in mechanical properties of coating and substrate, the intrinsic stress of the system requires special attention. Nearly every vacuum-deposited film is in a status of stress. The thin film stress is composed of external mechanical stress, thermal stress, and intrinsic stress. External forces like tension, compression, local shearing stress, or thermally induced stresses depend on the final application of the system and are summed up in the external stress. Thermal stress develops during the deposition process and is the result of mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients of the coating and the substrate material. The intrinsic stress is induced by crystallographic flaws like voids or interstitial atoms which are built into the coating during the deposition [11].

Delamination or buckling of the coating occur if the film stress exceeds the force of adhesion between coating and substrate. The adhesion force is dependent on the number and the kind of chemical bonds between coating and substrate. A high intrinsic adhesion can be obtained by a reduced number of high energy covalent bonds or a high number of low energy bonds. But even if covalent bonds are developed, a high interfacial stress can lead to a reduced adhesion. This kind of stress is a consequence of lattice misfits between coating and substrate material. This leads to a poor adhesion of carbon on glass substrates, for example. A further factor for the consideration of adhesion is the surface roughness of the substrate: on a rough surface, there is a higher number of possible adhesive bonds available due to the higher effective area and mechanically interlocking. However, contamination, surface defects, and passivation of bonds can be augmented on rough surfaces [12].

Several investigations of the interface of DLC and polyimide stated its good adhesion properties [13,14]. Presumably, a low-mismatch interface and high-energetic covalent bonds between the carbon of the polymer and the carbon of the coating are causal therefor.

Given the interface fracture toughness is high enough to prevent delamination, an increased film stress can lead to the formation of cracks in the coating. Those can propagate from the surface to the interface. With respect to electrical behavior, this will interfere with the transport of charge carriers, which will lead to an abrupt increase in the electrical resistivity. This factor can superimpose the geometric and physical effects that otherwise lead to an increase in the electrical resistance under strain in piezoresistive materials. Therefore, the possibility of crack formation must be considered in the following investigation.

2. Materials and Methods

a-C:H:Nb films were deposited by a combined PECVD/PVD process using a 3” Torus cathode with balanced magnetron from Kurt J. Lesker equipped with a Nb (99.95%) target in an Ar/C₂H₂-atmosphere on two different sputtering systems (Kurt J. Lesker Company, Jefferson Hills, PA, USA). The coatings on an Impact Coating IC300 sputtering system were prepared using an Advanced Energy Pinnacle™ 1300–3000 Vdc charging a HIPIMS 2000/1000 BP MAGPULS operated (Magpuls GmbH, Sinzheim, Germany) in DC mode with a target-substrate-distance of 12 cm and static substrate. The working pressure was kept constant at 1 Pa by a constant Ar gas flow of 32 sccm and varying acetylene gas flow of 0–5 sccm. Furthermore a setup with a rotating substrate holder was investigated using a Balzers BAS 450 PM (Oerlikon Balzers, Balzers, Liechtenstein) equipped with the same 3” cathode at a target-substrate-distance of 5.5 cm. Here an Advanced Energy Pinnacle™ 10 × 10 kW charged a Melec SPIK 2000A-20 (Melec GmbH, Baden Baden, Germany) used in DC mode at constant current. The working pressure was kept constant at 1 Pa by a constant Ar gas flow of 90 sccm and varying acetylene gas flow of 0–6 sccm. The system base pressure was below 5 × 10⁻³ Pa, the sputtering duration was 15 min.

The evaluated substrates were ceramic substrates (Al₂O₃, Kyocera Fineceramics GmbH, Esslingen am Neckar, Germany), polyimide foils of 30 µm thickness (DUPONT™ Kapton® HN, DuPont de
Nemours, Neu Isenburg, Germany), and foils of 9 µm thickness fabricated by spin-on polyimide precursor (HD Microsystems PI 2611, HD MicroSystems™, Neu-Isenburg, Germany) adhered to a 4”-borofloat glass wafer with chromium bonding layer (according to [15]). Structuring of substrates, necessary for electrical characterization, was realized by adherent shadow masks, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic picture of the shadow mask used to generate the strain gauge structure.

TCR measurements were conducted by measuring the total resistance of the pattern by four-point probe while the substrates cooled down from 110 to 40 °C. The gauge factor is determined by stretching the substrates to 0.025% of total length and measuring the resulting change in total resistance. Each sample is stretched cyclical 5 times. Both, TCR and gauge factor measurements were done with a Keithley 2400 measuring unit (Cleveland, OH, USA) with 0.012% basic measure accuracy. Calculation of TCR and gauge factor are described elsewhere [10]. Film thickness as well as surface topography and average roughness were determined by a profilometer (DektakXT Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA; 0.4 nm repeatability). The chemical composition was measured by electron probe microanalysis EPMA (Cameca SX 100, Gennevilliers, France) and is given in atomic percent with a accuracy of ±0.5 at %. Film microstructure was investigated using scanning electron microscopy SEM (Zeiss Gemini 1520, Oberkochen, Germany). Hardness and Young’s modulus were quantified by a nano-indentation tester, namely a Fisherscope H100VP XY-PROG unit (Helmut Fischer GmbH, Sindelfingen, Germany), using a Vickers indenter, with a constant load of 10 mN and 5 indentations per sample. The penetration depth was 0.2 µm at a film thickness of more than one micron on ceramic substrates, which is 20% indentation depth. To ensure measurement of ‘film-only’ properties the indentation depth should be less than 10% to avoid substrate influence, according to the rule of thumb. In the present case this is negligible, because the plastic deformation in soft films on hard substrates is contained within the film [16] and indentation depth and film thickness was kept in the same range for all samples. Measurement of Young’s modulus is more strongly affected by the substrate, especially with a large elastic mismatch between film and substrate [16], and will therefore not be considered. Nanoindentation measurements might hence not reflect true film properties, but film-substrate system properties of Nb-DLC on ceramics. Residual stress was calculated on glass substrates of 100 µm thickness based on the Stoney equation, with a film thickness of 1 µm.

3. Results and Discussion

Earlier investigations in a static process showed promising results for a-C:H:Nb as strain sensor material on industrial polyimide foil (Kapton HN) with gauge factors of up to 35.5 and the possibility to adapt the TCR to values between ±100 ppm/K for both HIPIMS and DCMS processes [10]. To analyze the substrate impact on the system and enhance the reproducibility, coating experiments were carried out on ceramic substrates and a polyimide foil of lower surface roughness and higher homogeneity (PI 2611), coated in a dynamic process with rotating substrate holder.

3.1. Electrical Properties and Morphology

Results for the electrical properties and the chemical composition for the investigated processes are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows that the chemical composition can be controlled by the C2H2
gas flow. A higher flow rate leads to an increase of the carbon fraction within the composite. This is not a linear relation, as the carbon is also poisoning the Nb target and thereby decreasing the sputter yield of the metal. The achieved Nb/C ratio on ceramics was found to be in the same range as previously reported for a-C:H:Nb coatings on Kapton HN [10]. Along with the Nb/C ratio, the content of C–C bonds in the film is changed. Earlier investigations suggest that even at high Nb contents, there are still C–C bonds present, although Nb is a strong carbide former. It was proposed that films with low Nb content consist of small Nb₅C₇ nano-crystallites embedded in an amorphous a-C:H matrix, while higher Nb contents induce crystallite growth, until a phase transition at 50 at % results in segregation of cubic Nb with a NbₓCᵧ shell enclosed in the carbon matrix [10]. The sp²/sp³ ratio is a crucial parameter for the mechanical and electrical behavior of DLC coatings. Raman measurements for the a-C:H:Nb coatings were presented in [10]. There, an increase of the I_D/I_G ratio was observed for increasing metal content, which indicates an increase of the C sp² content, and a higher disorder within the a-C:H:Nb. Also, a shift to higher wavenumbers for the D-peak location was detected, while the G-peak location stayed relatively constant at values between 1570 and 1589 cm⁻¹. According to Robertson [17], this hints at a high C sp² level corresponding to graphite or the nc-graphite phase and at a decrease in the disorder of the sp² aromatic clusters.

**Figure 2.** Chemical composition (a), film thickness (b), specific resistance (c), gauge factor (d) and TCR (e) of a-C:H:Nb coatings on polyimide substrates and ceramic substrates as function of the C₂H₂ flow rate. The specific resistance was determined on polyimide foil, the chemical composition on ceramic substrates. All processes where conducted in DCMS using a Balzers BAS 450 PM and deposition time of 15 min.
The film thickness increased with the C$_2$H$_2$ gas flow, due to the higher amount of available deposition material. The specific resistance increased with the increasing precursor gas flow, as the Nb$_x$C$_y$ particles are shrinking in size when the metal content is decreasing in favor of an increasing carbon content. Therefore, the charge carriers will have to overcome wider distances in-between those conductive particles. In addition, the C$_{sp^2}$ fraction is diminished which causes an increase of electrical resistivity of the carbon matrix.

The gauge factor of the coatings on PI 2611 and ceramic reached its highest values (3.0–3.2) at the lowest C$_2$H$_2$ gas flows, but nevertheless, significantly below the previously measured values of more than 30 on Kapton HN. The TCR is slightly decreasing with increasing carbon content, as the a-C:H phase with its semiconducting behavior increases.

An overview of the electrical properties of a-C:H:Nb coatings on the different substrates is given in Table 1 for comparison. Although equal chemical compositions, thicknesses, and specific resistances could be generated on the newly investigated substrates (PI 2611, ceramics), the gauge factors of the new systems did not exceed values of 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Gauge Factor</th>
<th>TCR (ppm/K)</th>
<th>Specific Resistance (Ω µm)</th>
<th>Sputter Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial polyimide (Kapton HN)</td>
<td>1.9–39.7</td>
<td>−3900−+2500</td>
<td>1.5−1560</td>
<td>IC300, BAS 450 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin-coated polyimide (PI 2611)</td>
<td>2.2–3.2</td>
<td>−500−−200</td>
<td>3.3−34.6</td>
<td>BAS 450 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic, Al$_2$O$_3$ polished</td>
<td>2.3–2.9</td>
<td>−520−−320</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>BAS450 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gauge factor is affected by geometrical and physical effects. As the geometry of the conductive path way was the same, geometric effects can be excluded as reason for the discrepancy in the electrical properties. To analyze the reasons for the large difference in gauge factor, a closer look on the coatings itself is necessary.

In Figure 3, the resistances of the strain sensor structures on Kapton HN and PI 2611 are shown as a function of time. The sensors are cyclically strained and relaxed. The coating on the Kapton HN foil shows a much higher piezoresistive effect with a gauge factor of 34.0 ± 0.9, but also a negative drift with a run-in behavior in the unstrained periods. The coating on the spin-coated polyimide foil has a lower piezoresistivity with a gauge factor of 2.3 ± 0.01 with nearly no drift in the resistance and an electrical resistance that is one order of magnitude lower.

In Figure 4, microscopic top-views of the coatings corresponding to the curves in Figure 2 are shown. The coating on the industrial foil shows a crack network that forms little clods. In addition, there are spots on the foil, which consist of enclosed blisters within the polyimide. Crack formation seems to originate primarily on these defect sites. The coating on the spin-coated polyimide foil on the other hand is homogeneous, and no cracks or defects can be seen. The crack formation can explain the high piezoresistive effect on the industrial foil. Under strain, the gaps between the cracks will widen and the resistance will increase severely. In addition, the run-in behavior in the relaxed phases could be caused by the cracks. As a-C:H:Nb coatings showing no cracks and a gauge factor of more than 5 could not be found, we have to state here, that the high piezoresistivity is obviously not caused by the formation of Nb$_x$C$_y$ particles in an amorphous carbon matrix like assumed in our first investigations [10], but instead can be attributed to crack formation.
why the crack formation follows the column edges and occurs at these Nb contents. Figure 4 also shows that the crack formation occurs for both, HIPIMS and DCMS deposited coatings and is therefore not process dependent.

In our earlier work we found, that elevated gauge factors on the industrial polyimide foil are only occurring at certain Nb contents of between 50 and 70 at %. This is also the region where the a-C:H:Nb growth turns from granular to more columnar morphology [10]. Columns are formed due to a low surface diffusion during sputtering [18]. Zhang et al. proposed an accumulation of the amorphous C-matrix in column boundaries, allowing them to glide [19]. Consequently, from the viewpoint of morphology, the region between columns is the weakest bond of a coating, indicating why the crack formation follows the column edges and occurs at these Nb contents. Figure 4 also shows that the crack formation occurs for both, HIPIMS and DCMS deposited coatings and is therefore not process dependent.

In Figure 5, SEM images of the coatings on industrial polyimide foils are depicted. They reveal that the cracks commonly originate on the sites of defects. The pillar caps of the columnar grown coating mark the topography. The cracks seem to follow the column edges, where the cohesion forces of the coating are presumably the weakest.

**Figure 3.** Resistance measurement of a-C:H:Nb coatings mode under cyclic strain. The coating on the industrial polyimide foil (a) shows a high piezoresistivity with a gauge factor of 34 ± 0.9. The coating on the spin-coated polyimide foil (b) shows a much more stable behavior, but also a low piezoresistivity with a gauge factor of 2.3 ± 0.01. The cycle starts in strained conditions. The coatings were prepared in DCMS mode on IC300 (a) and BAS450 PM (b) with C2H2 flow of 2 sccm (a) and 1 sccm (b).

**Figure 4.** Reflected light microscope images of the surface of the a-C:H:Nb coatings on the industrial foil (a) and the spin-coated polyimide foil (b). On the right picture the transition from coated (top) to un-coated (bottom) substrate is visible. The coating on the left side shows a crack network and a lot of defects within the foil. Depicted are the same samples as shown in Figure 2.
particles low and leading to a granular morphology. The granular matrix is more flexible than the stiff polyimide foils, an investigation of the major influence factors, especially the intrinsic stress was executed. Therefore, the residual stress as well as the hardness of a-C:H:Nb films in relation to the Nb content were measured as shown in Figure 6. When the Nb content is beneath 75 at % compressive stress occurs with its highest values at 48–53 at % Nb. At 80 at % Nb nearly metallic conditions of the coating lead to a slightly tensile residual stress of the coatings.

Figure 5. SEM images showing the topography of the a-C:H:Nb coatings on the industrial polyimide foil. The left coating was prepared by DCMS (IC300, 1 sccm C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}) with a gauge factor of 9.6 ± 0.2; the right coating was prepared by HIPIMS (IC300, 2 sccm C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}) with a gauge factor of 10.9 ± 0.3. It is visible that the cracks are preferably starting on defects and are following the column edges.

3.2. Stress and Hardness of a-C:H:Nb

To better understand and avoid crack formation in order to enable a-C:H:Nb coatings on polyimide foils, an investigation of the major influence factors, especially the intrinsic stress was executed. Therefore, the residual stress as well as the hardness of a-C:H:Nb films in relation to the Nb content were measured as shown in Figure 6. When the Nb content is beneath 75 at % compressive stress occurs with its highest values at 48–53 at % Nb. At 80 at % Nb nearly metallic conditions of the coating lead to a slightly tensile residual stress of the coatings.

Figure 6. Residual stress (a) and hardness (b) of a-C:H:Nb films in relation to the Nb content at a constant working pressure of 1 Pa. The residual stress decreases with increasing Nb content, showing higher values around 50 at % Nb. The hardness increases with increasing Nb content and decreases when nearly metallic conditions are reached with 80 at % Nb.

Other investigations at lower Nb-contents (Me/C-ratio up to 0.2) showed stress values around −2 GPa for pure DLC-films, decreasing to values as low as −0.02 GPa with Nb embedded in the DLC accompanied with a decreasing hardness [4,5]. Compared to these values the stress in the coatings of the present study is relatively low. Reason for the decrease of stress with increasing metal ratio is the decreasing content of C\textit{sp}^3 and relaxation of distorted bonds induced by the metal [4].

The small decrease in stress at 30 and 40 at % Nb could be due to a morphology change from columnar to granular with increasing C-ratio. At high C-content growing Nb\textsubscript{C} crystallites are covered by the amorphous carbon phase during deposition [20], keeping the grain size of embedded particles low and leading to a granular morphology. The granular matrix is more flexible than the stiff columnar one.
The hardness of the coatings rises to its highest value of $7.2 \pm 0.2$ GPa with Nb content and then decreases abruptly when it turns into the primarily metallic phase. Reason for the strong increase of hardness in Figure 6 is the formation of hard niobium carbide particles, with the introduction of niobium. Zehnder et al. found for a-C:H:Ti, that the hardness is dependent on the grain size and grain separation distance, grains of below 10 nm radius and low separation distance of 0.5 nm lead to the highest values of hardness [21]. Presumably this is achieved for a-C:H:Nb with Nb contents of 50–70 at % in the used coating systems. On Kapton HN foils the elevated gauge factors as a result of crack formation were detected at Nb contents of 50–70 at %, which correlates with the increased film stress and the morphology change.

3.3. Thermally-Induced Intrinsic Stress

To estimate the influence of the thermally-induced intrinsic stress in the a-C:H:Nb/polyimide system and further validate the substrate influence, the thermal expansion coefficients (CTE) of coating and substrate need to be compared. In Table 2 the relevant coefficients are listed for the investigated substrates and also for DLC and NbC. There are no publications about the CTE of a-C:H:Nb known to the authors. As the investigated material is a nanocomposite of Nb$_x$C$_y$ particles in an a-C:H matrix the coefficients of a-C:H and Nb$_x$C$_y$ are used for rough estimations. Champi et al. investigated the thermal expansion of a-C:H coatings and found that an increase of the $sp^2$ ratio leads to an increase in the CTE [22]. As the addition of Nb presumably induces a graphitization in the a-C:H, the matrix will tend to higher CTEs than a pure a-C:H coating. With increasing Nb content in the coating the Nb$_x$C$_y$ will play a dominant role for the CTE also. So we assume that the CTE of the investigated coatings will increase from values around 2 ppm/K to values around 6 ppm/K with increasing Nb content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal Expansion Coefficient (ppm/K)</th>
<th>$\Delta$CTE between Substrate and Coating (ppm/K)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyimide, Kapton HN</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14–18</td>
<td>Manufacturer specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyimide, HD Microsystems PI 2611</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>Manufacturer specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass, borofloat</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1.25–2.75</td>
<td>Manufacturer specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic, Al$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.2–5.2</td>
<td>Manufacturer specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard a-C:H</td>
<td>1.5–7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[23,24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite, Perpendicular to the basal plane</td>
<td>27–1.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite, Parallel to the basal plane Average</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb$_x$C$_y$</td>
<td>5.89–6.23</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-C:H:Nb</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>assumption of this work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If this assumption is correct, the highest mismatch of CTEs is obtained in coatings on the industrial polyimide foil (Kapton HN) with a $\Delta$CTE of 14 ppm/K for low Nb contents and 18 ppm/K for high Nb contents. For all other substrates, the mismatch is much lower. The crack formation occurred at high Nb contents between 50 and 70 at % Nb, so the thermal stress could be one of the major causes therefor. As the residual stress was determined on glass substrates, it cannot directly be compared to the thermal stress on Kapton HN.

3.4. Surface Roughness of the Substrates

In samples displaying cracks, the formation seems to be promoted by defects on the surface of the substrate (see Figure 4). To investigate if the surface roughness affects crack formation, it was determined for all used substrate materials before and after deposition. Sensor structures were
deposited on all four substrate materials, under the same process conditions. The results are shown in Table 3. The Kapton HN foil exhibits a three times higher roughness than the spin-coated polyimide. Films on Kapton HN show six times higher value of roughness after deposition, while the roughness on the other substrates is only slightly increased. The high roughness on coated Kapton HN is caused by the crack formation. In the case of spin-coated polyimide the surface roughness was even diminished. While the coating on Kapton HN showed cracks and a high gauge factor, all other coatings were smooth and crack-free with a low gauge factor. Also the coating on the rough ceramic with an even higher surface roughness than Kapton HN did not show any cracks. From this we assume, that the crack formation is not caused by the surface roughness of the substrate itself, but the crack formation leads to an increased surface roughness after coating.

Table 3. Roughness of uncoated and coated substrates, gauge factors and TCRs of corresponding films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>$R_a$ before Coating ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$R_a$ after Coating ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>Gauge Factor</th>
<th>TCR (ppm/K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial polyimide (Kapton HN)</td>
<td>0.065 ± 0.028</td>
<td>0.420 ± 0.150</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.45</td>
<td>+110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin-coated polyimide (PI 2611)</td>
<td>0.023 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.007 ± 0.004</td>
<td>3.22 ± 0.06</td>
<td>−203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic, $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, polished</td>
<td>0.007 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.030 ± 0.017</td>
<td>2.68 ± 0.01</td>
<td>−203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic, $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, rough</td>
<td>0.080 ± 0.035</td>
<td>0.140 ± 0.030</td>
<td>2.48 ± 0.04</td>
<td>−413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The investigation of substrate impact and reproducibility of high gauge factors on polyimide foils lead to the insight that crack formation caused the high piezoresistivity of sensor structures. Overall, the cracking could only be observed at certain Nb/C ratios and only on the industrial Kapton HN substrates. The main causes of crack formation are therefore the relatively high intrinsic stress in this layer composition in interrelation with the high CTE mismatch between Kapton HN and the coating. Furthermore, the columnar growth of these material compositions leads to defined breaking points of low cohesion force within the material. However, mainly the interplay of substrate and mechanical properties are causal for the cracks. By using spin-coated polyimide and polished ceramics, the problem of crack formation could be solved successfully and reproducibility of gauge factors up to 3 was established.

4. Conclusions

The presented investigations show that the harmonization of substrate and coating system is crucial for the overall system properties. It turned out that a-C:H:Nb tends to crack at distinct Nb/C ratios when coated on an industrial polyimide foil, while it forms defect-free and homogeneous films on a spin-coated polyimide of higher quality. Surface roughness ($R_a$) was varied in the range of 0.007 and 0.080 $\mu$m and could not be determined as cause for cracks, whereas the quality of the substrate surface is relevant as cracks originate from defects. Working points showing cracks at 1–2 sccm $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$ flow, correlating with Nb contents of 50 to 70 at % are characterized by elevated compressive stress up to $-0.3 \pm 0.01$ GPa probably due to high thermal stresses, because of the mismatch in expansion coefficient of film and substrate during deposition. The content of $sp^3$ bonds often specified in literature as the main reason for film stress, could not be held responsible for the high layer stress in the present case. High gauge factors of 35.5 for a-C:H:Nb on Kapton HN reported earlier [10] are obviously caused by crack formation, which is dependent on the substrate, and not a physical effect of the nanocomposite itself. Nevertheless, reliable results with reproducible piezoresistive behavior for thin films on polymeric materials were established on smooth polyimide PI 2611. For a-C:H:Nb on PI 2611 and on ceramic substrates, stable gauge factors of 2–3, with TCRs of $-200$ to $-400$ ppm/K and a good conductivity were achieved.
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